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05 March
Japanese stocks declined on conflicting economic data from the U.S. 
and Europe clouded the earnings outlook for exporters. China cuts its 
economic growth target, driving down makers of machinery including 
Fanuc Corp.

China’s stocks fell for a second day on concern slowing growth will 
curb demand for building materials and other commodities.

Oil climbed for a second day in New York on speculation that a U.S. 
economic recovery will increase fuel demand and concern that 
tension with Iran will disrupt crude supplies.

The euro remained lower against the yen after a four-day decline 
before a report forecast to show the region’s economy shrank in fourth 
quarter, adding to signs the currency bloc’s debt crisis is hampering 
growth.

06 March
Gold gained, snapping a three-day decline, as the metal’s drop to 
a six-week low attracted investors amid record exchange-traded 
product holdings. Platinum and palladium advanced.

Oil rose from the lowest price in more than two weeks after a report 
showed U.S. gasoline stockpiles fell and the dollar weakened, 
increasing the appeal of crude as an alternative investment.

Australia’s dollar fell to a six- week low against the greenback after a 
report showed the country’s economy grew slower than economists 
estimated, opening the door to further easing by the central bank.

Japanese stocks fell for a third day, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average 
headed for a two-week low, amid concern Greece’s debt-swap deal 
will collapse, threatening the country’s bailout.

07 March
Oil traded near the highest price in two days as speculation that 
sanctions on Iran are cutting supplies countered signs of weakening 
fuel demand in the U.S., the world’s biggest crude consumer.

Asian stocks rose, with the regional benchmark index snapping a 
three-day losing streak, after Japan’s economy shrank less than the 
government initially estimated, U.S. employers increasing hiring and 
more investors joined a Greek debt swap.
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Treasuries stayed lower after falling yesterday as traders prepared for 
the U.S. to announce today the sizes of three auctions of coupon-
bearing debt scheduled for next week.

Rubber snapped the worst losing run this year, gaining for the first day 
in four, on speculation that demand for the raw material used in tires 
will improve as economies strengthen.

08 March
Australia recorded a trade deficit in January, its first in 11 months, as 
weaker shipments of iron ore and coal contributed to the biggest 
drop in total exports in almost three years. The local currency fell.

The Monetary Authority of Singapore said regulators elsewhere sought 
its help with probes into the possible manipulation of global interest 
rates.

India Infoline Ltd., a brokerage backed by Carlyle Group LP, is 
shutting its securities operations in Singapore and eliminating about 
11 positions, according to two people with direct knowledge of the 
matter.

Oil traded near a three-day high on speculation fuel demand will 
increase as Greece moves closer to completing a debt swap to ease 
Europe’s crisis and the U.S. labor market improves.

09 March
Britons’ concern about losing their jobs eased for a second month in 
February, according to Lloyds Bank Corporate Markets.

Euro-area finance ministers seeking to step past the largest sovereign 
debt restructuring in history will attempt to gain a foothold this week as 
they grapple with implementing the latest Greek bailout.

Jon Asgeir Johannesson, the former Icelandic billionaire being sued 
by the bank that helped fund his expansion into the U.K., is planning 
to build a new retail “kingdom” there once he emerges from litigation.

Global banking regulators will seek an accord later this month on 
changes to draft liquidity rules criticized by some governments and 
lenders as a threat to economic recovery.


